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Abstract—We consider the problem of computing equilibria
(steady-states) for droop-controlled, islanded, AC microgrids that
are both economic-optimal and dynamically stable. This work
is motivated by the observation that classical optimal power
flow (OPF) formulations used for economic optimization might
provide equilibria that are not reachable by low-level controllers
(i.e., closed-loop unstable). This arises because OPF problems
only enforce steady-state conditions and do not capture the
dynamics. We explain this behavior by using a port-Hamiltonian
microgrid representation. To overcome the limitations of OPF,
the port-Hamiltonian representation can be exploited to derive a
bilevel OPF formulation that seeks to optimize economics while
enforcing stability. Unfortunately, bilevel optimization with a
nonconvex inner problem is difficult to solve in general. As such,
we propose an alternative approach (that we call probing OPF),
which identifies an economic-optimal and stable equilibrium by
probing a neighborhood of equilibria using random perturba-
tions. The probing OPF is advantageous in that it is formulated
as a standard nonlinear program, in that it is compatible with
existing OPF frameworks, and in that it is applicable to diverse
microgrid models. Experiments with the IEEE 118-bus system
reveal that few probing points are required to enforce stability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in distributed generation (DG) technolo-
gies have enabled the development of microgrids, which are
autonomous networks that provide flexibility to the central
power grid [1], [2]. Due to their desired autonomy, microgrids
require robust control architectures that are capable of stabiliz-
ing them, coordinating them with neighboring networks, and
maximizing their economic performance. Microgrid control is
challenging due to their fast dynamics, due to disturbances
covering a wide frequency spectrum (e.g., internal and ex-
ternal power loads and wind/solar supply), and due to the
heterogeneity of the physical devices [3]–[5].
Microgrid control seeks the fundamental dual goals of main-
taining maximum economic performance while also maintain-
ing stability [6], [7]. As microgrids employ various forms
of controllable DG sources, the economic performance of
the operation can be significantly improved by computing
the optimal economic dispatch and unit commitment [1], [2].
On the other hand, islanded microgrids are low-inertia power
systems and thus stabilizing the operation is more challenging
compared to conventional transmission/distribution systems
[8]. Hierarchical control architectures are adopted to simulta-
neously achieve the dual goal. The hierarchy of the microgrid
control typically consists of primary, secondary, and tertiary
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control [8]–[10]. Primary control (e.g., droop control) seeks to
stabilize the system in the face of high-frequency disturbances
and fast dynamic fluctuations. Secondary control (e.g., the
energy management system) makes economic decisions and
ensures reliable operation. Tertiary control is responsible for
the coordination with the main power grid and neighboring
microgrids. Since we consider islanded microgrids, we focus
on primary and secondary control. In general, the reference
steady-state active/reactive power generations and voltages for
DG units are computed by secondary controllers, and this
information is sent to primary controllers as set-points.
Droop control is a flexible decentralized control technology
used for the primary control of microgrids [11]–[14]. Droop
controllers are capable of robustly tracking the set-points given
by secondary controllers. A wide range of configurations for
droop control has been reported in the literature [4], [15]–[18].
Despite their well-known robustness, it is difficult to analyze
their closed-loop dynamic stability without making simpli-
fying assumptions. As such, most of the existing stability
analysis of droop-controlled microgrids relies on simplifying
assumptions [19]–[22]. Schiffer et al. analyzed the stability
of microgrids by assuming inductive, Kron-reduced networks
[19]. Such assumptions make the model less realistic but en-
able the derivation of powerful analytical results. Specifically,
under such assumptions, droop-controlled microgrids can be
modeled as port-Hamiltonian systems, for which stability can
be completely characterized by a Hamiltonian function. Dor-
fler et al. showed that droop-controlled microgrids are always
stable under the assumptions of constant voltage magnitude
(so-called decoupling assumption) and uniform resistance-to-
reactance ratio [20]–[22].
Different strategies for secondary control have been pro-
posed in the literature such as optimization-based approaches,
expert systems (rule-based technique), and decentralized meth-
ods [23]. In state-of-the-art optimization-based secondary con-
trol, off-line optimization is performed with detailed models
and forecasts of renewables, demands, and market conditions
[24] while real-time optimization is performed with current
data but using simplified models [25]. Recently, real-time
optimization-based secondary control with optimal power flow
(OPF) formulations has been reported in the literature [26].
OPF-based microgrid secondary control is advantageous due
to its ability to directly maximize economic performance while
directly enforcing network constraints [27]–[29]. Since OPF
ignores dynamics, an important question on the efficacy of this
approach is whether the set-points recommended maximizing
economics can be reached by the primary control layer.
Recently it was shown that, for constant voltage and uniform
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2resistance-to-reactance ratio systems, equilibria obtained with
OPF are always reachable by droop control [22]. However,
under more general settings, the OPF formulation might pro-
vide an equilibrium that is not reachable. Such a limitation
of OPF is noticed in several works (in the context of trans-
mission networks) and motivated the development of stability-
constrained OPF formulations [30], [31]. Unfortunately, these
approaches only consider specific types of stability criteria
and do not guarantee general closed-loop stability. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no general framework to ensure
closed-loop stability of OPF solutions.
In this work, we propose modifications of AC OPF formu-
lations that compute economic-optimal and stable equilibria
for general droop-controlled AC microgrids. The framework
is applicable to any type of dynamic microgrid model, net-
work structure (meshed or radial), and economic objective
(generation cost, economic revenue, or environmental factors)
and can be implemented as a real-time optimization-based
secondary controller. We first derive a dynamic model for a
general droop-controlled, inverter-based microgrid that does
not require any assumptions. Such a model is general but
difficult to intuitively understand its dynamic behavior. To ob-
tain an intuitive understanding, we derive the port-Hamiltonian
microgrid model by introducing additional assumptions on
the network [19]. For the port-Hamiltonian model, we show
that equilibrium is stable if it is a strict minimum of the
Hamiltonian function. With such a property, we establish
that the dynamic instability of microgrid is caused by the
nonconvexity of the Hamiltonian function. Furthermore, we
show that the nonconvexity arises in the region where the
voltage angle differences between neighboring nodes are large.
With the Hamiltonian function, we derive a bilevel OPF in
which an economic objective is optimized in an outer layer
and stability (expressed as a strict minimum of Hamiltonian)
is enforced in an inner layer. This formulation has the key
advantage that the dynamics do not need to be taken explicitly
into consideration, but the nonconvexity of the Hamiltonian
makes the bilevel problem computationally challenging to
solve. Moreover, the bilevel OPF cannot be applied to general
microgrid models (e.g., models with non-inductive networks)
because of the connection between Hamiltonian function and
dynamic stability breaks if assumptions for port-Hamiltonian
model do not hold.
Motivated by the limitations of bilevel OPF, we propose an
alternative OPF formulation that is computationally tractable.
Specifically, we propose a probing OPF formulation that finds
an economic-optimal and stable equilibrium by probing a
neighborhood of the equilibrium using random perturbations
and by enforcing the probing trajectories converge to the
equilibrium (see Fig. 1). This approach is generally applicable
to different dynamic microgrid models. Also, the problem can
be formulated as a single large-scale nonlinear program (NLP),
whose local solution can be found in a scalable way. The
probing OPF is large-scale due to the necessity to capture the
system dynamics for the multiple probing trajectories, but the
problem is highly sparse and structured and can be handled
with existing NLP solvers [32], [33]. Experiments with the
IEEE 118-bus system suggest that a small number of probing
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x2(0)
<latexit sha1_base64="51UpfFN3z8oCAB85Z7kpTzwGPUQ=">AAAB7XicbVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGI R4CTNB0GPQi8cIZoFkCD2dnqRNL0N3jxiG/IMXD4p49X+8+Td2FkQTHxQ83quiql6UcGas7395K6tr6xubua389s7u3n7h4LBhVKoJrRPFlW5F2FDOJK1bZjltJZpiEXHajIbXE7/5QLVhSt7ZUUJDgfuSxYxg66TG Y7dS8s+6haJf9qdAPyRYJEWYo9YtfHZ6iqSCSks4NqYd+IkNM6wtI5yO853U0ASTIe7TtqMSC2rCbHrtGJ06pYdipV1Ji6bq74kMC2NGInKdAtuBWfQm4n9eO7XxZZgxmaSWSjJbFKccWYUmr6Me05RYPnIEE83crY gMsMbEuoDyLoSll5dJo1IO/HJwe16sXs3jyMExnEAJAriAKtxADepA4B6e4AVePeU9e2/e+6x1xZvPHMEfeB/fRI6OQQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="51UpfFN3z8oCAB85Z7kpTzwGPUQ=">AAAB7XicbVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGI R4CTNB0GPQi8cIZoFkCD2dnqRNL0N3jxiG/IMXD4p49X+8+Td2FkQTHxQ83quiql6UcGas7395K6tr6xubua389s7u3n7h4LBhVKoJrRPFlW5F2FDOJK1bZjltJZpiEXHajIbXE7/5QLVhSt7ZUUJDgfuSxYxg66TG Y7dS8s+6haJf9qdAPyRYJEWYo9YtfHZ6iqSCSks4NqYd+IkNM6wtI5yO853U0ASTIe7TtqMSC2rCbHrtGJ06pYdipV1Ji6bq74kMC2NGInKdAtuBWfQm4n9eO7XxZZgxmaSWSjJbFKccWYUmr6Me05RYPnIEE83crY gMsMbEuoDyLoSll5dJo1IO/HJwe16sXs3jyMExnEAJAriAKtxADepA4B6e4AVePeU9e2/e+6x1xZvPHMEfeB/fRI6OQQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="51UpfFN3z8oCAB85Z7kpTzwGPUQ=">AAAB7XicbVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGI R4CTNB0GPQi8cIZoFkCD2dnqRNL0N3jxiG/IMXD4p49X+8+Td2FkQTHxQ83quiql6UcGas7395K6tr6xubua389s7u3n7h4LBhVKoJrRPFlW5F2FDOJK1bZjltJZpiEXHajIbXE7/5QLVhSt7ZUUJDgfuSxYxg66TG Y7dS8s+6haJf9qdAPyRYJEWYo9YtfHZ6iqSCSks4NqYd+IkNM6wtI5yO853U0ASTIe7TtqMSC2rCbHrtGJ06pYdipV1Ji6bq74kMC2NGInKdAtuBWfQm4n9eO7XxZZgxmaSWSjJbFKccWYUmr6Me05RYPnIEE83crY gMsMbEuoDyLoSll5dJo1IO/HJwe16sXs3jyMExnEAJAriAKtxADepA4B6e4AVePeU9e2/e+6x1xZvPHMEfeB/fRI6OQQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="51UpfFN3z8oCAB85Z7kpTzwGPUQ=">AAAB7XicbVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGI R4CTNB0GPQi8cIZoFkCD2dnqRNL0N3jxiG/IMXD4p49X+8+Td2FkQTHxQ83quiql6UcGas7395K6tr6xubua389s7u3n7h4LBhVKoJrRPFlW5F2FDOJK1bZjltJZpiEXHajIbXE7/5QLVhSt7ZUUJDgfuSxYxg66TG Y7dS8s+6haJf9qdAPyRYJEWYo9YtfHZ6iqSCSks4NqYd+IkNM6wtI5yO853U0ASTIe7TtqMSC2rCbHrtGJ06pYdipV1Ji6bq74kMC2NGInKdAtuBWfQm4n9eO7XxZZgxmaSWSjJbFKccWYUmr6Me05RYPnIEE83crY gMsMbEuoDyLoSll5dJo1IO/HJwe16sXs3jyMExnEAJAriAKtxADepA4B6e4AVePeU9e2/e+6x1xZvPHMEfeB/fRI6OQQ==</latexit>
x4(0)
<latexit sha1_base64="hUS7+174ydNvxdJ0KclQcve/iUA=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CR ahXsquFPRY9OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyYpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyzDDaTdWFEcBp51gcpP5nUeqNJPi3kxj6kd4JFjICDZW aj8N6lX3fFCuuDV3DrRKvJxUIEdzUP7qDyVJIioM4VjrnufGxk+xMoxwOiv1E01jTCZ4RHuWChxR7afza2fozCpDFEplSxg0V39PpDjSehoFtjPCZqyXvUz8z+slJrzyUybixFBBFovChCMjUfY6GjJFieFTSzBRzN 6KyBgrTIwNqGRD8JZfXiXti5rn1ry7eqVxncdRhBM4hSp4cAkNuIUmtIDAAzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx9GLo5C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hUS7+174ydNvxdJ0KclQcve/iUA=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CR ahXsquFPRY9OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyYpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyzDDaTdWFEcBp51gcpP5nUeqNJPi3kxj6kd4JFjICDZW aj8N6lX3fFCuuDV3DrRKvJxUIEdzUP7qDyVJIioM4VjrnufGxk+xMoxwOiv1E01jTCZ4RHuWChxR7afza2fozCpDFEplSxg0V39PpDjSehoFtjPCZqyXvUz8z+slJrzyUybixFBBFovChCMjUfY6GjJFieFTSzBRzN 6KyBgrTIwNqGRD8JZfXiXti5rn1ry7eqVxncdRhBM4hSp4cAkNuIUmtIDAAzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx9GLo5C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hUS7+174ydNvxdJ0KclQcve/iUA=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CR ahXsquFPRY9OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyYpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyzDDaTdWFEcBp51gcpP5nUeqNJPi3kxj6kd4JFjICDZW aj8N6lX3fFCuuDV3DrRKvJxUIEdzUP7qDyVJIioM4VjrnufGxk+xMoxwOiv1E01jTCZ4RHuWChxR7afza2fozCpDFEplSxg0V39PpDjSehoFtjPCZqyXvUz8z+slJrzyUybixFBBFovChCMjUfY6GjJFieFTSzBRzN 6KyBgrTIwNqGRD8JZfXiXti5rn1ry7eqVxncdRhBM4hSp4cAkNuIUmtIDAAzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx9GLo5C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hUS7+174ydNvxdJ0KclQcve/iUA=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CR ahXsquFPRY9OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyYpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyzDDaTdWFEcBp51gcpP5nUeqNJPi3kxj6kd4JFjICDZW aj8N6lX3fFCuuDV3DrRKvJxUIEdzUP7qDyVJIioM4VjrnufGxk+xMoxwOiv1E01jTCZ4RHuWChxR7afza2fozCpDFEplSxg0V39PpDjSehoFtjPCZqyXvUz8z+slJrzyUybixFBBFovChCMjUfY6GjJFieFTSzBRzN 6KyBgrTIwNqGRD8JZfXiXti5rn1ry7eqVxncdRhBM4hSp4cAkNuIUmtIDAAzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx9GLo5C</latexit>
x3(0)
<latexit sha1_base64="oa0NTHUtkH7L/PlaNvltq3MBUc8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wS LUzZBpFbssunFZwT6gHUomzbSxmWRIMmIZ+g9uXCji1v9x59+YtoNo9cCFwzn3cu89QcyZNgh9OrmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7GVzO/fU+VZlLcmklM/QgPBQsZwcZK rYd+tYxO+8USctEcELm1WqV6XoXfipeREsjQ6Bc/egNJkogKQzjWuuuh2PgpVoYRTqeFXqJpjMkYD2nXUoEjqv10fu0UnlhlAEOpbAkD5+rPiRRHWk+iwHZG2Iz0sjcT//O6iQlrfspEnBgqyGJRmHBoJJy9DgdMUW L4xBJMFLO3QjLCChNjAyrYELzll/+SVsX1kOvdnJXql1kceXAEjkEZeOAC1ME1aIAmIOAOPIJn8OJI58l5dd4WrTknmzkEv+C8fwFusI5e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oa0NTHUtkH7L/PlaNvltq3MBUc8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wS LUzZBpFbssunFZwT6gHUomzbSxmWRIMmIZ+g9uXCji1v9x59+YtoNo9cCFwzn3cu89QcyZNgh9OrmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7GVzO/fU+VZlLcmklM/QgPBQsZwcZK rYd+tYxO+8USctEcELm1WqV6XoXfipeREsjQ6Bc/egNJkogKQzjWuuuh2PgpVoYRTqeFXqJpjMkYD2nXUoEjqv10fu0UnlhlAEOpbAkD5+rPiRRHWk+iwHZG2Iz0sjcT//O6iQlrfspEnBgqyGJRmHBoJJy9DgdMUW L4xBJMFLO3QjLCChNjAyrYELzll/+SVsX1kOvdnJXql1kceXAEjkEZeOAC1ME1aIAmIOAOPIJn8OJI58l5dd4WrTknmzkEv+C8fwFusI5e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oa0NTHUtkH7L/PlaNvltq3MBUc8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wS LUzZBpFbssunFZwT6gHUomzbSxmWRIMmIZ+g9uXCji1v9x59+YtoNo9cCFwzn3cu89QcyZNgh9OrmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7GVzO/fU+VZlLcmklM/QgPBQsZwcZK rYd+tYxO+8USctEcELm1WqV6XoXfipeREsjQ6Bc/egNJkogKQzjWuuuh2PgpVoYRTqeFXqJpjMkYD2nXUoEjqv10fu0UnlhlAEOpbAkD5+rPiRRHWk+iwHZG2Iz0sjcT//O6iQlrfspEnBgqyGJRmHBoJJy9DgdMUW L4xBJMFLO3QjLCChNjAyrYELzll/+SVsX1kOvdnJXql1kceXAEjkEZeOAC1ME1aIAmIOAOPIJn8OJI58l5dd4WrTknmzkEv+C8fwFusI5e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8 EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oya raAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HY SbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NS3swe/1ZKSShhA7ooa3tQ8r9FQ=">AAAB4nicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8 Ei1E3J6EKXghuXFewD2qFk0kwbm8eQZMQy9D+4caGIP8qd/8b0sdDWA4GPcxJy74lTwa3D+DsobGxube8Ud0t75f2Dw8pRuWV1ZihrUi206cTEMsEVazruBOukhhEZC9aOx7ezvP3EjOVaPbhJyiJJhoonnBLnrdZz /7KGz/uVKq7judA6hEuowlKNfuWrN9A0k0w5Koi13RCnLsqJcZwKNi31MstSQsdkyLoeFZHMRvl82ik6884AJdr4oxyau79f5ERaO5GxvymJG9nVbGb+l3Uzl1xHOVdp5piii4+STCCn0Wx1NOCGUScmHgg13M+K6I gYQp0vqORLCFdXXofWRT3E9fAeQxFO4BRqEMIV3MAdNKAJFB7hBd7gPdDBa/CxqKsQLHs7hj8KPn8AIvCM6Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8C6U/9+X9VTc47RumpytfhfeW5M=">AAAB4nicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8 Ei1E3JtIhdCm5cVrAPaIeSSTNtbCYZkoxYhv4HNy4U8Ue589+YPhCtHggcvpOQe0+YCG4sxp9ebmNza3snv1vYK+4fHJaOim2jUk1ZiyqhdDckhgkuWctyK1g30YzEoWCdcHI9zzsPTBuu5J2dJiyIyUjyiFNiHWo/ DuoVfD4olXEVL4RwtdGo1S/q6Jv4K1OGlZqD0kd/qGgaM2mpIMb0fJzYICPacirYrNBPDUsInZAR6zkrScxMkC2mnaEzR4YoUtodadGC/nyRkdiYaRy6mzGxY7OezeF/WS+1USPIuExSyyRdfhSlAlmF5qujIdeMWj F1hlDN3ayIjokm1LqCCq4Ef33lv6Zdq/q46t9iyMMJnEIFfLiEK7iBJrSAwj08wQu8esp79t6WdeW8VW/H8Eve+xdLuo0G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sxHjlgzjV4bfXFWb2Kb5su/jPQY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CR ahXpasReyx6MVjBfsB7VKyabaNzWaXJCuW0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0iWn0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nhh/OrmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1HGqKGvQWMSqHRDNBJesYbgRrJ0oRqJAsFYwupr5rXumNI/lrRknzI/IQPKQU2Ks 1HzoVcr4tFcsYRfPgbBbrZ5VzivoW/EyUoIM9V7xo9uPaRoxaaggWnc8nBh/QpThVLBpoZtqlhA6IgPWsVSSiGl/Mr92ik6s0kdhrGxJg+bqz4kJibQeR4HtjIgZ6mVvJv7ndVITVv0Jl0lqmKSLRWEqkInR7HXU54 pRI8aWEKq4vRXRIVGEGhtQwYbgLb/8lzTPXA+73g0u1S6zOPJwBMdQBg8uoAbXUIcGULiDR3iGFyd2npxX523RmnOymUP4Bef9C21wjlo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oa0NTHUtkH7L/PlaNvltq3MBUc8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wS LUzZBpFbssunFZwT6gHUomzbSxmWRIMmIZ+g9uXCji1v9x59+YtoNo9cCFwzn3cu89QcyZNgh9OrmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7GVzO/fU+VZlLcmklM/QgPBQsZwcZK rYd+tYxO+8USctEcELm1WqV6XoXfipeREsjQ6Bc/egNJkogKQzjWuuuh2PgpVoYRTqeFXqJpjMkYD2nXUoEjqv10fu0UnlhlAEOpbAkD5+rPiRRHWk+iwHZG2Iz0sjcT//O6iQlrfspEnBgqyGJRmHBoJJy9DgdMUW L4xBJMFLO3QjLCChNjAyrYELzll/+SVsX1kOvdnJXql1kceXAEjkEZeOAC1ME1aIAmIOAOPIJn8OJI58l5dd4WrTknmzkEv+C8fwFusI5e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oa0NTHUtkH7L/PlaNvltq3MBUc8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wS LUzZBpFbssunFZwT6gHUomzbSxmWRIMmIZ+g9uXCji1v9x59+YtoNo9cCFwzn3cu89QcyZNgh9OrmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7GVzO/fU+VZlLcmklM/QgPBQsZwcZK rYd+tYxO+8USctEcELm1WqV6XoXfipeREsjQ6Bc/egNJkogKQzjWuuuh2PgpVoYRTqeFXqJpjMkYD2nXUoEjqv10fu0UnlhlAEOpbAkD5+rPiRRHWk+iwHZG2Iz0sjcT//O6iQlrfspEnBgqyGJRmHBoJJy9DgdMUW L4xBJMFLO3QjLCChNjAyrYELzll/+SVsX1kOvdnJXql1kceXAEjkEZeOAC1ME1aIAmIOAOPIJn8OJI58l5dd4WrTknmzkEv+C8fwFusI5e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oa0NTHUtkH7L/PlaNvltq3MBUc8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wS LUzZBpFbssunFZwT6gHUomzbSxmWRIMmIZ+g9uXCji1v9x59+YtoNo9cCFwzn3cu89QcyZNgh9OrmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7GVzO/fU+VZlLcmklM/QgPBQsZwcZK rYd+tYxO+8USctEcELm1WqV6XoXfipeREsjQ6Bc/egNJkogKQzjWuuuh2PgpVoYRTqeFXqJpjMkYD2nXUoEjqv10fu0UnlhlAEOpbAkD5+rPiRRHWk+iwHZG2Iz0sjcT//O6iQlrfspEnBgqyGJRmHBoJJy9DgdMUW L4xBJMFLO3QjLCChNjAyrYELzll/+SVsX1kOvdnJXql1kceXAEjkEZeOAC1ME1aIAmIOAOPIJn8OJI58l5dd4WrTknmzkEv+C8fwFusI5e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oa0NTHUtkH7L/PlaNvltq3MBUc8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wS LUzZBpFbssunFZwT6gHUomzbSxmWRIMmIZ+g9uXCji1v9x59+YtoNo9cCFwzn3cu89QcyZNgh9OrmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7GVzO/fU+VZlLcmklM/QgPBQsZwcZK rYd+tYxO+8USctEcELm1WqV6XoXfipeREsjQ6Bc/egNJkogKQzjWuuuh2PgpVoYRTqeFXqJpjMkYD2nXUoEjqv10fu0UnlhlAEOpbAkD5+rPiRRHWk+iwHZG2Iz0sjcT//O6iQlrfspEnBgqyGJRmHBoJJy9DgdMUW L4xBJMFLO3QjLCChNjAyrYELzll/+SVsX1kOvdnJXql1kceXAEjkEZeOAC1ME1aIAmIOAOPIJn8OJI58l5dd4WrTknmzkEv+C8fwFusI5e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oa0NTHUtkH7L/PlaNvltq3MBUc8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wS LUzZBpFbssunFZwT6gHUomzbSxmWRIMmIZ+g9uXCji1v9x59+YtoNo9cCFwzn3cu89QcyZNgh9OrmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7GVzO/fU+VZlLcmklM/QgPBQsZwcZK rYd+tYxO+8USctEcELm1WqV6XoXfipeREsjQ6Bc/egNJkogKQzjWuuuh2PgpVoYRTqeFXqJpjMkYD2nXUoEjqv10fu0UnlhlAEOpbAkD5+rPiRRHWk+iwHZG2Iz0sjcT//O6iQlrfspEnBgqyGJRmHBoJJy9DgdMUW L4xBJMFLO3QjLCChNjAyrYELzll/+SVsX1kOvdnJXql1kceXAEjkEZeOAC1ME1aIAmIOAOPIJn8OJI58l5dd4WrTknmzkEv+C8fwFusI5e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oa0NTHUtkH7L/PlaNvltq3MBUc8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wS LUzZBpFbssunFZwT6gHUomzbSxmWRIMmIZ+g9uXCji1v9x59+YtoNo9cCFwzn3cu89QcyZNgh9OrmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7GVzO/fU+VZlLcmklM/QgPBQsZwcZK rYd+tYxO+8USctEcELm1WqV6XoXfipeREsjQ6Bc/egNJkogKQzjWuuuh2PgpVoYRTqeFXqJpjMkYD2nXUoEjqv10fu0UnlhlAEOpbAkD5+rPiRRHWk+iwHZG2Iz0sjcT//O6iQlrfspEnBgqyGJRmHBoJJy9DgdMUW L4xBJMFLO3QjLCChNjAyrYELzll/+SVsX1kOvdnJXql1kceXAEjkEZeOAC1ME1aIAmIOAOPIJn8OJI58l5dd4WrTknmzkEv+C8fwFusI5e</latexit>
Fig. 1. Schematic of probing OPF formulation, where x∗ represents the
equilibrium, the solid lines with arrow represent the probing trajectories, the
grey region represents the region of attraction with radius δ, and the small
dashed circle represents the allowable terminal region with radius ε.
points are sufficient to enforce stability.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we in-
troduce a general mathematical model of droop-controlled,
inverter-based microgrid systems. In Section III, we present
the port-Hamiltonian model that will be used for deriving the
analytical results on stability. In Section IV, the Hamiltonian
function for the port-Hamiltonian model is analyzed, and we
review various forms of approximate models reported in the
literature. The main contributions of the paper are presented in
Section V. Here, we present the proposed bilevel and probing
OPF formulations. A case study is presented in Section VI
and conclusions are presented in Section VII.
Notation. The set of real numbers and the set of complex
numbers are denoted by R and C, respectively. The real part
and the imaginary part of a complex number is denoted by
<(·) and =(·), respectively. We define R>0 := (0,+∞) and
R≥0 := [0,+∞). The i-th component of a vector and the
(i, j)-th component of a matrix are denoted by (·)i and (·)i,j ,
respectively. The transpose of a matrix or a vector is denoted
by (·)>. We consider all vectors as column vectors and use
the syntax (v1, v2, · · · , vn) = [v>1 v>2 · · · v>n ]>. To represent
vectors, we use the notation {xi}i∈I := (xi1 , xi2 , · · · , xin),
where I := {i1 < i2 < · · · < in}. Furthermore, we write
xI := {xi}i∈I . The n×n identity matrix is denoted by In, and
the subscript is suppressed if the dimension can be implicitly
deduced. The power networks discussed in this work are
undirected weighted graphs G(V, E , w) where V is the set of
nodes (buses) and E is the set of edges (lines). The undirected
edge between node i and j is denoted by {i, j}. The weight
of edge {i, j} is denoted by (w)i,j = (w)j,i. When variables
xi are defined for every node i ∈ V , we use the compact
notation x := xV . Open and closed neighborhoods of node
i ∈ V are denoted by N (i) and N [i], respectively, and defined
as N (i) := {j ∈ V | {i, j} ∈ E} and N [i] := N (i) ∪ {i},
respectively. A flow x(·) generated by a dynamical system
with an initial value x0 is denoted by x(·;x0). We denote
cardinalities of sets and absolute values of real numbers by
| · |. Euclidean vector norms and induced Euclidean norms of
matrices are denoted as ‖ · ‖.
3II. DROOP-CONTROLLED MICROGRID DYNAMICS
In this section, we derive the dynamics of a droop-
controlled, inverter-based microgrid model. The detailed set-
ting is as follows. The network is described as a connected,
undirected, complex-weighted graph G(V, E , w) with the node
set V := {1, 2, · · · , n}. The weight (w)i,j ∈ C of edge
{i, j} ∈ E represents the admittance of the edge {i, j}. The
admittance matrix Y ∈ Cn×n is defined as the weighted
Laplacian of the graph. The set of generator nodes are denoted
by VG := {1, · · · ,m} and the set of load nodes are denoted
by VL := {m + 1, · · · , n}. We assume that each generator
node is composed of inverters interfaced with DG sources (e.g.
photovoltaic cells, microturbines, batteries). The microgrid
dynamics can be described by the trajectories of the voltage
magnitudes Vi : R≥0 → R>0 and angles and θi : R≥0 → R
for each node i ∈ V . Lastly, we consider the last generator
node m as a reference node (i.e., θm ≡ 0). The dynamic
model comprises power flow equations, droop-control laws,
filter dynamics, and load models.
A. Power Flow Equations
Active and reactive power injections Pi : R|N [i]|×R|N [i]|>0 →
R and Qi : R|N [i]|×R|N [i]|>0 → R of node i ∈ V are functions
of the voltage angles θN [i] and magnitudes VN [i] of their
neighboring (connected) nodes and can be expressed as
Pi =
∑
j∈N [i]
ViVj (Gij cos θij +Bij sin θij) , i ∈ V (1a)
Qi =
∑
j∈N [i]
ViVj (Gij sin θij −Bij cos θij) , i ∈ V, (1b)
where Gij = Gji := <(Yij), Bij = Bji := =(Yij), and θij :=
θi − θj . Note that the dependence of the active and reactive
power on θN [i] and VN [i] is suppressed from the notation.
B. Droop-Control Laws and Filter Dynamics
We model the inverters as AC voltage sources for which
voltage magnitudes and frequencies can be manipulated.
ωi = u
ω
i , Vi = u
V
i , i ∈ VG (2a)
Here, ωi := ωm+dθi/dt is the frequency (note that θi is rela-
tive voltage angle in the frame of node n) and uωi : R≥0 → R
and uVi : R≥0 → R are the control variables for the inverters
of node i. We use the conventional active power-frequency
(P −ω) and reactive power-voltage magnitude (Q−V ) droop
[34]. In particular, the droop-controller of node i manipulates
the voltage frequency and magnitude of node i using the
measured active and reactive power injections of node i using
the following control laws:
uθi = ω
d − kPi(Pmi − P di ), i ∈ VG (2b)
uVi = V
d
i − kQi(Qmi −Qdi ), i ∈ VG. (2c)
Here, Pmi : R≥0 → R and Qmi : R≥0 → R are the
measured active and reactive power injections of node i,
ωd, V di , P
d
i , Q
d
i ∈ R are the set-points of the voltage frequency
and magnitude, and the active and reactive power injections of
node i ∈ V , and kPi , kQi ∈ R>0 are the droop control gains.
The control gains are typically determined from the steady-
state characteristics of the system [34]–[36].
It is assumed the active and reactive powers are measured
with first-order filters as
τPi P˙
m
i (t) = Pi − Pmi , τQiQ˙mi (t) = Qi −Qmi , (2d)
for i ∈ VG, where τPi , τQi ∈ R>0 are the filter constants. Note
that model (2) can be considered as a reduced-order inverter-
based microgrid model that can be formally obtained from
the singular perturbation analysis of the fundamental physics-
based model [37]–[39]. The first-order dynamic model that has
been used in a number of other works in the literature can be
obtained in the special case where τPi = τQi = 0 for i ∈ VG.
Remark 1 (Droop controller configuration): We use a P−ω
and Q− V droop control scheme (2), but many other config-
urations are possible (see [4], [15], [16]). Furthermore, there
can be many other droop control settings other than the PI
control scheme used in (2), ranging from simple P-control to
PI control with feedforward compensation (see [8], [17], [18]).
We highlight that the proposed probing OPF formulation,
presented in Section V, does not require a specific algebraic
form of the model; as long as the model can be expressed
as a system of differential and algebraic equations (DAEs).
Here, we use a specific example of droop control setting (2) to
describe the typical structure of dynamic microgrid models and
for the sake of consistency with the port-Hamiltonian model
discussed in existing literature studies.
C. Load Models
We use the standard constant active and reactive power load
model for each load bus (i.e., the loads are not dynamic)
P di = Pi, Q
d
i = Qi, i ∈ VL, (3)
where P di , Q
d
i ∈ R are the active and reactive power loads.
Note that we can allow generator nodes to have non-zero loads.
In such a case, we consider P di and Q
d
i for i ∈ VG as the
set-points for the net active and reactive power injections (set-
point for generation−load).
D. Full Closed-Loop Model
The general droop-controlled microgrid model can be de-
rived by simplifying (1)-(3). By differentiating (2a)-(2c) and
eliminating uωi , u
V
i , P
m
i , and Q
m
i , we obtain
θ˙i(t) = ωi − ωn, i ∈ VG \ {m} (4a)
τPi ω˙i(t) = −ωi + ωd − kPi(Pi − P di ), i ∈ VG (4b)
τQi V˙i(t) = −Vi + V di − kQi(Qi −Qdi ), i ∈ VG (4c)
P di = Pi, Q
d
i = Qi, i ∈ VL. (4d)
We refer to (4) as a general model, as opposed to the port-
Hamiltonian model discussed later. Observe that the voltage
angles are defined for all V \ {m} (node m is considered as
a reference node), the voltage magnitudes are defined for all
i ∈ V , and the voltage frequencies are defined for all VG.
Thus, we denote the full state vector as x := (θ, ω, V ) ∈
4Rn−1 × Rm × Rn>0. We consider ωd, V di ,P di , and Qd for
i ∈ VG as inputs provided by the secondary control layer.
Furthermore, the loads P di and Q
d
i for i ∈ VL can be regarded
as uncontrollable inputs. By inspecting (4), we observe that it
suffices to consider the following as inputs for i ∈ V .
Pui :=
{
P di +
ωd
kPi
i ∈ VG
P di i ∈ VL
Qui :=
{
Qdi +
V di
kQi
i ∈ VG
Qdi i ∈ VL
(5)
The full input vector is denoted as u := (Pu, Qu) ∈ R2n.
The droop-controlled microgrid model (4) is a set of semi-
explicit DAEs. The model can be written in the following form
(θ˙VG\{m}, ω˙, V˙VG) = g(x, u), 0 = h(x, u) (6)
with g : (Rn−1 × Rm × Rn>0) × R2n → R3m−1 and h :
(Rn−1 × Rm × Rn>0) × R2n → R2(n−m). We assume that
the algebraic equations in (6) are always solvable for given
(θVG\{m}, VVG) and u. That is, the semi-explicit DAE (4) is
of index one. We can thus write (4) as an ordinary differntial
equation (ODE):
x˙ = f(x, u). (7)
Here we assume that f : (Rn−1 × Rm × Rn>0) × R2n →
R2n+m−1 is twice continuously differentiable. For the sake of
simplicity, we interchangably use either (6) or (7) to represent
the dynamic moodel in a compact form. In Section V, we show
that the steady-state condtitions (f(x, u) = 0 or equivalently,
g(x, u) = 0 and h(x, u) = 0) are satisfied at the solution of
the OPF problem.
Remark 2 (Stability condition of (4)): Consider the steady-
state (xs, us) of the dynamic microgrid model (7) (i.e.,
f(x∗, u∗) = 0). The dynamic stability condition of (7) states
that the Jacobian ∂f∂x (x
∗, u∗) of f(·, u∗) evaluated at x∗ is
Hurwitz [40]. That is, all the eigenvalues λ of the Jacobian
matrix satisfy <(λ) < 0. There is no guarantee that the Jaco-
bian is Hurwitz. Moreover, it is difficult to establish analytical
sufficient conditions for that without making simplifying as-
sumptions. In Section III, we discuss a simplified model and
establish sufficient conditions for stability. In Section IV, we
demonstrate that the stability can be indeed violated. Thus,
merely finding a steady-state does not guarantee stability.
III. PORT-HAMILTONIAN MICROGRID MODEL
In this section, we derive the port-Hamiltonian microgrid
model suggested by Schiffer et al. [19]. With the simplified
model, we can show that the microgrid model might indeed
deliver unstable equilibria. We emphasize that we discuss the
simplified models only to highlight the potential instability
issue of microgrids, and those simplifying assumptions are
not necessary for the probing OPF.
A. Model Derivation
Assumption 1 (Port-Hamiltonian model asssumptions): Con-
sider a droop-controlled, inverter-based microgrid model (4).
We make the following assumptions.
(a) The network is purely inductive and thus Gij =
0, ∀i, j ∈ V .
(b) The network only consists of generator nodes and thus
VG = V, VL = ∅.
Assumption 1 considers an idealized microgrid model, and
this can be unrealistic in practical settings. The following
remarks discuss circumstances under which Assumption 1 can
be justified.
Remark 3: Conventionally, the lossless assumption (As-
sumption 1(a)) was prevalent in power flow studies that target
high-voltage transmission networks. However, in low and
medium-voltage power networks like microgrids, the network
can be more resistive than inductive. The lossless assumption
holds only in special cases where the network is dominantly
inductive due to the effect of primarily inductive inverter
outputs and/or due to the presence of transformers [19].
Remark 4: Assumption 1(b) can be justified by assuming
that Kron reduction [41] is performed to eliminate the alge-
braic equations associated with loads. In this case, the network
G(V, E , w) is a Kron-reduced network, only composed of
generator nodes (each generator nodes are allowed to have
loads). Alternatively, one could consider the loads as energy
storage-interfaced inverters or dynamic loads (this is called a
structure-preserving model [42], [43]).
Under Assumption 1, the model reduces to
θ˙i(t) = ωi − ωn, i ∈ V \ {n} (8a)
τPi ω˙i(t) = −ωi + ωd − kPi(Pi − P di ), i ∈ V (8b)
τQi V˙i(t) = −Vi + V di − kQi(Qi −Qdi ), i ∈ V, (8c)
and the power flow equations reduce to
Pi =
∑
j∈N (i)
ViVjBij sin θij , Qi =
∑
j∈N [i]
−ViVjBij cos θij ,
for i ∈ V . Note that now n is the reference node.
For convenience, we redefine voltage frequencies ωi as
relative quantities. Suppose that all the nodes are synchro-
nized to a common frequency (i.e., ω1 = · · · = ωn and
ω˙1(t) = · · · = ω˙n(t) = 0). Such a frequency can be calculated
by dividing (8b) by kPi and summing over all the nodes i ∈ V .
By inspecting the power flow equations, we can observe that∑
i∈V Pi = 0 (a property of the lossless network). Thus, the
synchronized frequency ωs can be expressed as:
ωs := ωd −
∑
i∈V P
d
i∑
i∈V 1/kPi
.
We define the new variables ω˜i := ωi − ωs, i ∈ V and ω˜d :=
ωd−ωs. By using some abuse in terminology, we refer to ω˜i
as the voltage frequency of node i. Using this new notation,
system (8) reads as follows.
θ˙i = ω˜i − ω˜n, i ∈ V \ {n} (9a)
τPi ˙˜ωi = −ω˜i + ω˜d − kPi(Pi − P di ), i ∈ V (9b)
τQi V˙i = −Vi + V di − kQi(Qi −Qdi ), i ∈ V (9c)
We refer to (9) as port-Hamiltonian model. We denote the
full state vector as x := (θ, ω˜, V ) ∈ R2n−1 × Rn>0. For
port-Hamiltonian model, we redefine Pui := P
d
i +
ω˜d
kPi
and
5Qui is defined the same as in (5). Lastly, we assume that
the input is always chosen in a way that satisfies ω˜d = 0
(i.e.,
∑n
i=1 P
u
i = 0). This constraint on u can be incorporated
in the secondary control layer. Observe that all the algebraic
equtations associated with the loads are now replaced by the
differential equations and the model reduces to a simple ODE
form (7) without any modification.
B. Hamiltonian Function of Closed-Loop System
System (9) is a port-Hamiltonian system; the dynamic
mapping f(·, u) can be expressed in terms of the gradient
of the Hamiltonian function H : (R2n−1 × Rn>0)× R2n → R
defined as follows.
H(x, u) :=
n∑
i∈V
(
τPi ω˜
2
i
2kPi
+
Vi
kQi
−Qui lnVi −
BiiV
2
i
2
− Pui θi
)
−
∑
{i,j}∈E
BijViVj cos θij (10)
By inspecting (10), we see that H(·, u) is a twice continuously
differentiable mapping with respect to x on R2n−1×Rn>0 and
for any u ∈ R2n. The partial derivatives are
∂H
∂θi
= −Pui + Pi (11a)
∂H
∂ω˜i
=
τPi ω˜i
kPi
(11b)
∂H
∂Vi
=
1
kQi
− Q
u
i −Qi
Vi
. (11c)
The mappings f(·, u) and H(·, u) are related as
f(x, u) = (J −R(x))∇xH(x, u),
with
R(x) =
 Rω˜ω˜
RV V (x)
 J =
 Jθω˜−J>θω˜
 ,
and Rω˜ω˜, RV V ∈ Rn×n, Jθω˜ ∈ R(n−1)×n are defined by:
(Rω˜ω˜)ij :=
{kPi
τ2Pi
i = j
0 i 6= j
(RV V (x))ij :=
{
kQi
τQi
Vi i = j
0 i 6= j
(12a)
(Jθω˜)ij :=

kPi
τPi
i = j
−kPiτPi j = n
0 otherwise.
(12b)
Here, we used
∑
i∈V P
u
i =
∑
i∈V Pi = 0. We note that, for
all x ∈ R2n−1 × Rn>0, R(x) ∈ R(3n−1)×(3n−1) is positive
semi-definite (PSD), J ∈ R(3n−1)×(3n−1) is skew-symmetric,
and J −R(x) is nonsingular. The nonsingularity of J −R(x)
can be established by obtaining the Schur complement [44,
pg 22] on Rω˜ω˜ and noting that RV V (x) and Jθω˜R−1ω˜ω˜J
>
θω˜ are
nonsingular.
A key property is that, for any input u ∈ R2n, the Hamilto-
nian decreases monotonically along a trajectory x(·;x0) with
any starting point x0 ∈ R2n−1 × Rn>0. One can show
H˙(x, u) = (∇H)>x˙ = (∇H)>f(x, u)
= −∇xH(x, u)>R(x)∇xH(x, u),
and thus,
H˙(x, u) ≤ 0. (13)
Inequality (13) implies that the Hamiltonian can be used as a
Lyapunov function of the closed-loop system.
C. Set-Point Reachability
The reachability of a given set-point (equilibrium) can be
analyzed by examining the closed-loop asymptotic stability
[40]. Given u, an equilibrium x∗ ∈ X of a system x˙ = f(x, u)
is asymptotically stable on X if limt→∞ x(t;x0) = x∗ for
any x0 ∈ X. The following proposition generalizes the results
in Schiffer et al. [19] and provides a sufficient condition for
asymptotic stability.
Proposition 1: Suppose that system x˙ = f(x, u) on a
domain D ⊆ Rnx with non-empty interior has a twice
continuously differentiable Hamiltonian H(·, u) (on D with
respect to x) satisfying:
H˙(x, u) ≤ 0 (14a)
H˙(x, u) = 0 =⇒ ∇xH(x, u) = 0 (14b)
for any x ∈ D. Then, any local strict minimum x∗ of H(·, u)
in D with ∇xxH(x∗, u) > 0 is locally asymptotically stable.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A.
The droop-controlled microgrid (9) satisfies assumptions of
Proposition 1 with D = R2n−1×Rn>0; the Hamiltonian H(·, u)
is twice continuously differentiable, the monotonic decrease
of the Hamiltonian (shown in (13)) satisfies (14a), and the
nonsingularity of J−R(x) yields (14b). In most applications,
strict minimizers satisfy the second order sufficient solutions.
We thus have that strict minima of the Hamiltonian are
equilibra that are reachable by droop control.
IV. CONVEXITY ANALYSIS OF HAMILTONIAN
We now investigate conditions that can guarantee the con-
vexity of the Hamiltonian (10). This is important because,
if the Hamiltonian is strictly convex, any equilibrium point
of (9) is asymptotically stable. On the other hand, if the
Hamiltonian is nonconvex, the steady-state condition cannot
guarantee stability. We also extend the convexity analysis
results to other existing approximate microgrid models [20]–
[22].
A. The Hessian of the Hamiltonian
Convexity can be assessed by analyzing the Hessian of the
Hamiltonian. By taking partial derivatives of (11), we obtain
∇xxH(x, u) =
 L(x) W (x)A
W (x)> D(u) + T (x)

6where L(x) ∈ R(n−1)×(n−1), W (x) ∈ R(n−1)×n, T (x) ∈
Rn×n are defined as follows:
(L(x))i,j :=
{∑
k∈N (i)BikViVk cos θik if i = j
−BijViVj cos θij if i 6= j
(W (x))i,j :=
{∑
k∈N (i)BikVk sin θik if i = j
BijVi sin θij if i 6= j
(T (x))i,j :=
{
−Bii if i = j
−Bij cos θij if i 6= j,
and A,D(u) ∈ Rn×n are defined as follows
(A)i,j :=
{
τPi
kPi
if i = j
0 if i 6= j (15a)
(D(u))i,j :=
{
Qui
V 2i
if i = j
0 if i 6= j. (15b)
We now show that, under mild assumptions, there exists a
region where ∇xxH(x, u) is positive definite (PD). Observe
that the Hessian is PD if and only if the Schur complement
S(x, u) := L(x)−W (x)>(D(u) + T (x))−1W (x) (16)
is PD. We can see that L(x) is PD if θ ∈ ΘG(pi/2) but
W (x)>(D(u) + T (x))−1W (x) can make S(x, u) indefinite,
where
ΘG(γ) := {θ ∈ Rn−1 | |θij | < γ for {i, j} ∈ E}. (17)
The following establishes the region where ∇xxH(x, u) > 0.
Proposition 2: Consider the port-Hamiltonian microgrid
model (9) with Assumption 1. Suppose that Qdi +V
d
i /kQi > 0
and Vmin < Vi < Vmax for i ∈ V , then there exists  ∈ R>0
such that if θ ∈ ΘG(), then ∇xxH(x, u) > 0.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B.
Proposition 2 indicates that, if the voltage angle differences
between the neighboring nodes are sufficiently small, the
Hessian is PD, and thus the Hamiltonian is strictly convex.
Remark 5 (Cause of Instability): Proposition 2 reveals
conditions under which an equilibrium of droop-controlled
microgrid is guaranteed to be stable. Conversely, if such con-
ditions are not satisfied, there is no guarantee for stability. The
analysis also reveals that, when the voltage angle separations
are not tightly bounded, the state can potentially enter the
region where Hamiltonian is nonconvex. This leads to an
observation that OPF is likely to find a stable equilibrium if
tight bound constraints are enforced to voltage angle sepa-
rations. However, such a conservative constraint setting can
cause the loss of economic performance and the infeasibility
of the problem. Thus, stability should be directly enforced by
different means.
B. Decoupling Approximation
Now we review a different approach for establishing the
stability condition of droop-controlled microgrids. Dorfler et
al. [20]–[22] apply a decoupling approximation where voltage
magnitudes are assumed to be constant (i.e., dynamics caused
by reactive power are disregarded). Under such an assumption,
the model reduces to:
θ˙i = ω˜i − ω˜n, i ∈ V \ {n} (18a)
τPi ˙˜ωi = −ω˜i + ω˜d − kPi(Pi − P di ), i ∈ V (18b)
Pi =
∑
j∈N (i)
Bij V˜iV˜j sin θij , i ∈ V (18c)
where V˜i ∈ R>0 are fixed. We let x˜ := (θ, ω˜), u˜ := Pu, and
H˜(x˜, u˜) :=
n∑
i=1
(
τPi ω˜
2
i
2kPi
− Pui θi
)
−
∑
{i,j}∈E
Bij V˜iV˜j cos θij .
The dynamics become ˙˜x = (R˜− J˜)∇x˜H˜(x˜, u˜), where:
R˜ :=
[
Rω˜ω˜
]
J˜ :=
[
Jθω˜
−J>θω˜
]
and Rω˜ω˜ and Jθω˜ are defined in (12). We have that R˜ is PSD,
J˜ is skew-symmetric, and J˜ − R˜ is nonsingular. Thus, (14) is
satisfied and Proposition 1 can be applied (i.e., the minimizer
of H˜(·, u˜) is a stable equilibrium of (18)). A similar derivation
of the Hamiltonian can be found in [20] (the authors call this
an energy function). The Hessian of the Hamiltonian can be
expressed by:
∇x˜x˜H˜(x˜, u˜) =
[
L˜(x˜)
A
]
where L˜(x˜) ∈ R(n−1)×(n−1) is defined as follows.
L˜(x˜) :=
{∑
k∈N (i)BikV˜iV˜k cos θik if i = j
−Bij V˜iV˜j cos θij if i 6= j
and A is defined in (15a). An important observation is that
A is PD, and L˜(x˜) is PD if θ ∈ ΘG(pi/2) because L˜(x˜) is a
reduced Laplacian (see [45]–[47]). Thus, ∇x˜x˜H˜(x˜, u˜) is PD if
θ ∈ ΘG(pi/2) and the Hamiltonian is locally strictly convex.
The Hamiltonian H˜(·, ·) can be obtained from that of the
original port-Hamiltonian model (9) by fixing the voltage
magnitudes (i.e., Vi ≡ V˜i for i ∈ V) and dropping the
constants. Furthermore, the Hessian of H˜(·, u˜) can be obtained
by projecting the original Hessian on the space of (θ, ω˜).
Consequently, we can see that the stability analysis based on
a decoupling assumption is a special case of (9). Even though
H˜(·, u˜) is strictly convex on a reasonably large region, this can
only be achieved if voltage magnitudes are assumed fixed.
C. DC Approximation
Under a DC approximation, where small angle differences
are assumed, we replace sin θij with θij and obtain
θ˙i = ω˜i − ω˜n, i ∈ V \ {n}
τi ˙˜ωi = −ω˜i + ω˜d − kPi(Pi − P di ), i ∈ V
Pi =
∑
j∈N (i)
Bij V˜iV˜jθij , i ∈ V.
The Hamiltonian is:
H(x˜, u˜) :=
n∑
i=1
(
τiω˜
2
i
2kPi
− Pui θi
)
−
∑
{i,j}∈E
Bij V˜iV˜j
1
2
θ2ij .
7and we have that ˙˜x = (R˜− J˜)∇x˜H(x˜, u˜). We thus have that
condition (14) is satisfied and the Hessian is:
∇x˜x˜H(x˜, u˜) =
[
L
A
]
where L ∈ R(n−1)×(n−1) is given by:
(L)i,j =
{∑
k∈N (i)BikV˜iV˜k if i = j
−Bij V˜iV˜j if i 6= j
and A is defined in (15a). Matrix L is PD since it is reduced
Laplacian and A is also PD. As a result,∇xxH(x˜, u˜) is PD
everywhere. We thus have that the DC approximation yields
a Hamiltonian that is globally strictly convex (the decoupling
approximation only has a locally strictly convex Hamiltonian).
The DC approximation, however, only holds when the voltage
magnitudes are assumed fixed and angle differences are small.
V. COMPUTING ECONOMIC-OPTIMAL AND
STABLE EQUILIBRIA
In this section, we present optimization formulations to
compute economic-optimal and stable equilibria for general
(4) and port-Hamiltonian (9) microgrid models. We first review
classical OPF formulations and make connections with dy-
namic microgrid models. We then present a bilevel optimiza-
tion formulation that is specialized to the port-Hamiltonian
model (9) and a probing formulation that can be applied to
the general dynamic model (4).
A. Optimal Power Flow Formulation
A typical form of OPF problems can be expressed by, but
not limited to, the following form.
min
θ,V
∑
i∈VG
c1iPi + c
2
i (Pi)
2 (19a)
s.t. V li ≤ Vi ≤ V Ui , i ∈ V, |θij | ≤ θUij , {i, j} ∈ E (19b)
PLi ≤ Pi ≤ PUi , QLi ≤ Qi ≤ QUi , i ∈ VG (19c)
P di = Pi, Q
d
i = Qi, i ∈ VL (19d)
The readers are referred to [48]–[50] for more discussions
on OPF problem formulations. Observe that introducing new
variables P di , Q
d
i , ωi, V
d
i for i ∈ VG and ωd and enforcing
the following constraints does not change the solution of (19).
0 = −ωi + ωd − kPi(Pi − P di ), i ∈ VG (19e)
0 = −Vi + V di − kQi(Qi −Qdi ), i ∈ VG (19f)
Furthermore, defining Pui and Q
u
i as (5) and enforcing con-
straints Pui = P
d
i and Q
u
i = Q
d
i for i ∈ VL does not change
the solution. The following compact representation of OPFs
are obtained:
min
x∈X,u∈U
c(x) s.t. f(x, u) = 0, (20)
where
c(x) :=
∑
i∈VG
c1iP
d
i + c
2
i (P
d
i )
2, X := {x | (19b)− (19c) hold}
U := {u | Pui = P di , Qui = Qdi , ∀i ∈ VL}
and f(·, ·) is defined in (7) (equivalently, one can write
g(x, u) = 0 and h(x, u) = 0). Thus, OPF problem can be
regarded as finding an optimal steady-state. As discussed in
the previous sections, the dynamic model (7) does not have
stability guarantee at the steady-state, and thus, the steady-
state delivered by OPF is not guaranteed to be reachable by
droop control.
B. Bilevel OPF for Port-Hamiltonian Models
The limitations of OPF motivate directly enforcing the
stability in the optimization problem. Note that first solving
the optimal power flow and then checking the stability (e.g., by
using DAE simulation or by using Proposition 1 for the port-
Hamiltonian model) is not an option because if the stability
condition is not satisfied with OPF solution, one needs to
resort to a conservative, non-optimization-based operational
decisions, which eventually translates to the loss of economic
gain. Thus, optimization and stability enforcement should be
performed simultaneously. Specifically, the goal is to minimize
the given economic objective while satisfying the stability
condition. To achieve such a goal, under the port-Hamiltonian
assumption (Assumption 1), one can consider formulating the
problem as the following bilevel optimization problem:
min
x∈X,u∈U
c(x) s.t. x ∈ argmin
ξ
H(ξ, u). (21)
Here, argmin(·) is used to represent the set of local strict min-
ima (with second-order sufficient conditions), and a dummy
variable ξ ∈ R2n−1 × Rn>0 is used for the decision variables
of the inner minimization problem. The constraint of (21) can
also be expressed as ∇xH(x, u) = 0 and ∇xxH(x, u) > 0.
This formulation aims to achieve the dual goal of optimizing
economic performance (by minimizing c(·) in the outer prob-
lem) and enforcing stability (by minimizing Hamiltonian). By
Proposition 1, The solution of (21) is guaranteed to be stable
if Assumption 1 is satisfied. The input u is allowed to be
varied in the outer problem so that one can seek for the best
economic decision.
To solve a bilevel problem, the inner problem is typically
replaced by its stationarity conditions ∇xH(x, u) = 0. We
can easily show that such a problem is equivalent to OPF
(19) since ∇xH(x, u) = 0 is equivalent to f(x, u) = 0. In
this sense, the OPF problem (20) can be seen as an approx-
imation of the bilevel problem. However, there are currently
no scalable methods for enforcing the second-order condition
∇xxH(x, u) > 0 of the inner problem as constraints. Con-
sequently, while the bilevel formulation achieves the desired
stability properties of the solution, it is not computationally
practical. Furthermore, the stability guarantee is fragile to
different settings and network properties; if Assumption 1 does
not hold, the solution is not guaranteed to be stable. In other
words, (21) is only valid for port-Hamiltonian models.
C. Probing Formulation for General Models
The computational challenge and limitations in flexibility of
bilevel formulation motivate enforcing the stability by directly
incorporating the dynamics into the optimization problem. The
8following proposition implies that stability can be enforced by
constraining probing trajectories around the equilibrium.
Proposition 3: Consider system x˙ = f(x, u∗) on Rnx and
assume that there exists an equilibrium x∗ ∈ Rnx and δ > 0
such that, for any x0 ∈ Bδ(x∗), we have limt→∞ x(t;x0) =
x∗, where Bδ(x∗) := {x ∈ Rnx | ‖x− x∗‖ < δ}; then, x∗ is
a locally asymptotically stable equilibrium.
Proof: The proof is trivial by definition of local asymp-
totic stability.
Proposition 3 suggests that we can find an economic-optimal
and reachable equilibrium by solving the problem:
inf
x∗∈X,u∗∈U
c(x∗) (22a)
s.t. f(x∗, u∗) = 0 (22b)
x˙(t;x0) = f(x, u∗), t ∈ R≥0, x0 ∈ Bδ(x∗) (22c)
lim
t→∞x(t;x
0) = x∗, x0 ∈ Bδ(x∗) (22d)
Here, x∗ and u∗ are the state and input vector at the steady-
state, x(·;x0) is dynamic the state trajectory, and x0 is the
initial condition, and Bδ(x∗) can be interpreted as the region
of attraction.
Problem (22) is a semi-infinite optimal control problem; the
semi-infinite nature arises from the fact that the differential
equations must hold for all t ∈ R≥0 and for all x0 ∈ Bδ(x∗).
We create a finite-dimensional approximation of the problem
by (i) selecting a finite set of sample perturbations δs ∈ Bδ(0)
for s ∈ S, where S is the set of samples. This approach
can be interpreted as a stochastic programming problem in
which one probes the equilibrium point x∗ by introducing
random perturbations around it [51]. Furthermore, (ii) the
differential equation constraints (22c) can be handled by
applying discretization schemes (implicit Euler or orthogonal
collocation [52]) with finite collocation points t ∈ T , where
T is the set of collocation time points. Finally, (iii) we relax
the convergence condition (22d) by replacing t → ∞ with a
sufficiently large end time T ∈ R>0 and allowing small errors
ε ∈ R>0 at the end time. This gives rise to the problem:
min
x∗∈X,u∗∈U,{xs(t)}s∈S,t∈T
c(x∗) (23a)
s.t. f(x∗, u∗) = 0 (23b)∑
t′∈T
at,t′x(t
′) = f(xs(t), u∗), t ∈ T , s ∈ S (23c)
xs(0) = x
∗ + δs, ‖xs(T )− x∗‖ ≤ ε, s ∈ S (23d)
where at,t′ are the collocation coefficients. Observe that the
semi-infinite problem (22) is now transformed into a finite-
dimensional NLP. This problem is high-dimensional but is
also highly sparse and structured (the only coupling between
scenario blocks are the equilibrium state variables x∗ and
inputs u). This enables the use of structured NLP solvers that
exploit parallel computers [33].
Remark 6 (Interpretation of Probing as Stability Con-
straints): Note that (23c)-(23d) can be regarded as stabil-
ity constraints that enforce reachability of the equilibrium
provided by OPF. Accordingly, the suggested probing OPF
(23) can be regarded as a modification of OPF with stability
constraints. Thus, the proposed framework can be applied
along with the existing NLP-based OPF frameworks, since
it can be performed by simply adding a set of constraints.
VI. CASE STUDY
We illustrate the developments using the IEEE 118-bus
system available at PGlib v18.08 [53]. The data include: graph
structure G(V, E , w), generator/load information VG and VL,
the generation cost coefficients c1 and c2, the voltage upper
and lower bound V L and V U , the upper and lower bound
of active and reactive power generations PL, PU , QL, and
QU , the active and reactive power loads P d and Qd, and
admittance matrix Y . We use dynamic paramters: kPi = 10,
kQi = 1, and τPi = τQi = 10
−3. We compare equilibria
obtained using classical OPF (20) and using the probing OPF
(23). We present the results with the general model (4) as
well as the results with the port-Hamiltonian (9) model. The
port-Hamiltonian model is obtained by modifying the general
model with Gij := 0 for i, j ∈ V , kPi := 100, kQi := 10,
for i ∈ VL, VG := V , and VL := ∅. For the approximation
and obtaining probing samples, we use parameters: T = 1.0,
ε = 10−3, and δs ∼ N(0n, 0.12In). We use an orthogonal
collocation scheme for the discretization (23c). We implement
the NLPs with the algebraic modeling language JuMP [54]
and solve them with NLP solver Ipopt [32].
Economic performance is assessed by comparing the eco-
nomic objective values evaluated at solutions x∗. For the gen-
eral model, stability is assessed by simulating the dynamical
system and observing the convergence. For the simulation,
the initial state is perturbed by x0 ← x∗ + δsims with ran-
dom perturbations δsims ∼ N(0n, 0.12In) and with u∗. The
system is simulated over sufficiently long time Tsim = 1.0.
Note that initial condition samples for simulation were drawn
from the same distribution with the probing samples but the
actual samples were different. The stability is determined by
checking whether x→ x∗ or not. In the simulation study, the
errors θi(t) − θ∗i , ω˜i(t) − ω˜∗i , and Vi(t) − V ∗i for each node
i ∈ V are plotted to verify convergence to the equilibrium.
For the port-Hamiltonian model, the stability is also assessed
by checking the eigenvalues of the Hessian ∇xxH(x∗, u∗) of
Hamiltonian.
The results for general and the port-Hamiltonian models are
in Table I and Fig 2-3. The results reveal that for both general
and port-Hamiltonian models, the equilibria identified with
OPF achieve the best economic performances but they are not
stable. Instability can be confirmed in the dynamic evolution
shown in Fig 2-3. In particular, for the port-Hamiltonian
model, we can see that the Hessian has 1 negative eigenvalues
at the equilibrium (among a total of 353 eigenvalues). This
indicates that the equilibrium is a saddle point of Hamiltonian
(thus, unstable).
The results also show that the probing OPF is capable of
finding a stable equilibrium for a small number of samples. For
general and port-Hamiltonian models, when four samples are
considered, the state trajectory converged to the steady-state x∗
(see Fig 2-3). For the port-Hamiltonian model, this could also
be confirmed by checking the number of negative eigenvalues
(Table I). This indicates that, as expected from Proposition
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Fig. 3. Simulation results for the port-Hamiltonian model with classical OPF (left) and the probing OPF with 4 scenarios (right).
3, the dynamics encode significant stability information, so
incorporating the probing trajectories can enforce stability.
On the other hand, we note that the equilibria obtained with
the probing formulation have inferior economic performance
compared to OPF (the cost increases by 3.43% for general
model and 2.28% for port-Hamiltonian, respectively). This
indicates that there exists a strong trade-off between economics
and stability.
Computational statistics for the optimization problems are
shown in Table II. We see that the probing solutions require
more time than the OPF solution because they must capture the
dynamics of the problem. Moreover, as expected, the solution
time increases as the number of probing samples increase. We
note, however, that the solution times are reasonable (in the
range of less than one minute). For larger-scale problems, one
can use parallel solvers to improve the solution times [33].
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a stochastic programming formulation
for computing economic-optimal and stable equilibria for
droop-controlled microgrids. Our work is motivated by the
observation that standard OPF formulations might deliver
economic-optimal set-points that are not reachable by droop
control. We demonstrate that our approach is effective and
can eliminate spurious (unreachable) equilibria obtained by
standard OPF. Our work also reveals that, in general settings,
an inherent trade-off between economic performance and
stability might exist but that such a trade-off might disappear
in certain restrictive settings (such as constant voltage magni-
tude assumption). Our approach can also be used to identify
economic-optimal stable equilibria for dynamical systems that
arise in applications such as chemical reactors, robotics, and
energy systems.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Proposition 1
We first claim that there exists a neighborhood N ⊆ D of x∗
in which x∗ is the only stationary point (i.e. ∇xH(x∗, u) = 0)
of H(·, u) in N. Suppose that such a neighborhood does not
exist and let Nk := {x ∈ D | ‖x−x∗‖ < 1k} for k = 1, 2, · · · .
Then there exists xk ∈ Nk \ {x∗} such that ∇xH(xk, u) = 0.
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TABLE I
ECONOMICS AND STABILITY RESULTS
general model port-Hamiltonian model
c(x∗) stab. c(x∗) λ<0(∇xxH)
OPF (0 sc.) 1.136× 105 U/S 1.051× 105 1
Pr. (1 sc.) 1.138× 105 U/S 1.063× 105 1
Pr. (2 sc.) 1.145× 105 U/S 1.075× 105 0
Pr. (4 sc.) 1.175× 105 S 1.075× 105 0
TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL STATISTICS
general model
# var # eq. # ineq. time (s) # iter.
OPF (0 sc.) 309 237 358 0.266 19
Pr. (1 sc.) 3495 3423 1066 5.341 59
Pr. (2 sc.) 6681 6609 1774 8.603 39
Pr. (4 sc.) 13053 12981 3190 32.489 48
port-Hamiltonian model
# var # eq. # ineq. time (s) # iter.
OPF (0 sc.) 309 237 358 0.275 26
Pr. (1 sc.) 2919 2837 938 2.603 34
Pr. (2 sc.) 5529 5457 1518 6.873 34
Pr. (4 sc.) 10749 10677 2678 22.796 44
Let yk := (xk − x∗)/‖xk − x∗‖ for k = 1, 2, · · · . Since each
yk ∈ Y := {y ∈ Rnx | ‖y‖ = 1} and Y is compact, there
exists a subsequence {yki} such that limi→∞ yki = y∗ for
some y∗ ∈ Y. Since the Hamiltonian is twice differentiable,
we can use Taylor’s theorem to establish that:
∇xH(xki , u)−∇xH(x∗, u)
= ∇xxH(x∗, u)(xki − x∗) +R(xki − x∗) (24)
where the remainder term satisfies lim‖t‖→0
‖R(t)‖
‖t‖ = 0. Using
∇xH(xki) = 0 for i = 1, 2, · · · and dividing (24) by ‖xki −
x∗‖, we have that:
∇xxH(x∗, u)yki = −
R(xki − x∗)
‖xki − x∗‖
. (25)
By taking i → ∞, we have that ∇xxH(x∗, u)y∗ = 0. Since
∇xxH(x∗, u) is PD, y∗ = 0, but this contradicts y∗ ∈ Y.
Therefore, there exists a neighborhood N of x∗ such that x∗
is the only stationary point in N.
Let N be such a neighborhood. From (14b), @x ∈ N such
that H˙(x, u) = 0. Therefore, H˙(x, u) < 0 for any x ∈ N, we
can construct a Lyapunov function V : N → R of the form
V (x) := H(x, u)−H(x∗, u). The function satisfies V˙ (x) < 0
and V (x) > 0 in x ∈ N \ {x∗} as well as V (x∗) = 0. By
Lyapunov’s stability Theorem [40, Theorem 4.1], x∗ is locally
asymptotically stable.
B. Proof of Proposition 2
We observe that ∇xxH(x, u) is PD if and only if D(u) +
T (x) and its Schur complement are PD [44, Theorem 7.7.6].
By noting that A is PD, it suffices to show that D(u) + T (x)
and S(x, u) (defined in (16)) are PD. D(u) is PD from the
assumption that Qdi + V
d
i /kQi > 0. We consider T (x) =
T1(x) + T2(x) where
(T1(x))i,j =
{
−Bii −
∑
k∈N (i)Bik cos(θi − θk) if i = j
0 if i 6= j
(T2(x))i,j =
{∑
k∈N (i)Bik cos(θi − θk) if i = j
−Bij cos θij if i 6= j
By the definition of admittance matrix, −Bii =
∑
k∈N (i)Bik
for i ∈ V . This implies that (T1(x))i,i =
∑
k∈N (i)Bik(1 −
cos(θi−θk)) ≥ 0 for i ∈ V . Thus, T1(x) is PSD. Furthermore,
T2(x) is PSD since it takes a weighted Laplacian form.
Therefore, D(u) + T (x) is PD and its smallest eigenvalue
is greater than or equal to the smallest eigenvalue of D(u).
This yields that:
λmax((D(u) + T (x))
−1) ≤ 1/λmin(D(u)). (26)
Since (D(u) + T (x))−1 is PD, W (x)>(D(u) +
T (x))−1W (x) is PSD. We have that:
λmax(W (x)
>(D(u) + T (x))−1W (x))
= max
‖v‖=1
(W (x)v)>(D(u) + T (x))−1(W (x)v)
= max
u=W (x)v,‖v‖=1
u>(D(u) + T (x))−1u
≤ max
‖u‖≤‖W˜ (x)‖
u>(D(u) + T (x))−1u
= λmax((D(u) + T (x))
−1)‖W˜ (x)‖2.
Here, W˜ (x) ∈ Rn×n and W˜ (x) = [W (x)> 0n], where 0n ∈
Rn is a zero vector. By [44, pg 314], ‖W˜ (x)‖2 ≤ ‖W˜ (x)‖21
(‖ · ‖1 denotes `1-norm), and ‖W˜ (x)‖21 = ‖W (x)‖21. This
yields:
λmax(W (x)
>(D(u) + T (x))−1W (x)) ≤ ‖W (x)‖
2
1
λmin(D(u))
.
We also have that
‖W (x)‖1 =
∑
i∈V\{n}
∑
j∈V
|(W (x))i,j |
≤ 3BmaxVmax|E|
where Bmax := max{|Bij | | {i, j} ∈ E}. This yields:
W (x)>(D(u) + T (x))−1W (x)
≤ 9(Bmax)
2(Vmax)
2|E|22
λmin(D(u))
I. (27)
Let λmin(Lpi/4) be the smallest eigenvalue of Lpi/4 ∈
R(n−1)×(n−1) where
(Lpi/4)i,j =
{∑
k∈N (i)Bik(Vmin)
2 cos(pi/4) if i = j
−Bij(Vmin)2 cos(pi/4) if i 6= j.
The smallest eigenvalue of L(x) is greater than or equal to
λmin(Lpi/4) if  ≤ pi/4. This yields:
L(x) ≥ λmin(Lpi/4)I. (28)
By (27) and (28), we have that
S(x, u) ≥
[
λmin(Lpi/4)− 9(Bmax)
2(Vmax)
2|E|22
λmin(D(u))
]
I.
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λmin(Lpi/4), Bmax, Vmax, λmin(D(u)), |E| are independent of
the choice of x. If  is sufficiently small, then S(x, u) is PD
and so is ∇xxH(x, u).
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